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Version 6 of Open Inventor™ by Mercury Computer Systems is an
object-oriented, cross-platform 3D graphics toolkit that has become
the de facto standard for the development of 3D interactive graphics
applications. This suite of products offers more than 1200 ready-to-
use classes integrated in a user-friendly framework for rapid develop-
ment. The scene graph paradigm provides ready-to-use graphics pro-
gramming patterns. The object-oriented design encourages extensi-
bility and customization to satisfy specific requirements. From simple
graphics primitives to high-end visualization objects, from laptop to
immersive visualization systems, the toolkit has proven to be reliable
and powerful in a wide range of industries. Applications range from
a simple CAD viewer to a very high-demanding reservoir exploration
application for the oil and gas industry.

Used by developers from prototyping to full deployment of high-
level applications for internal and commercial use, Open Inventor™

significantly reduces the process of designing, developing, and
maintaining applications. This ultimate solution delivers a stunning
and effective 3D graphics experience to the end-user and a reliable
experience to developers. Mercury also provides expert engineering
services to help you throughout all phases of development.

Flexibility and Open Standards
Version 6 of Open Inventor™ by Mercury Computer Systems gives
developers the flexibility to use C++, .NET, or Java as their devel-
opment language, bringing true hardware independence and cover-
ing a full range of systems. Industry-standard OpenGL® software is
its rendering engine. Mercury has tuned Open Inventor for
improved performance by utilizing the latest relevant OpenGL fea-
tures and extensions, automatically taking care of OpenGL opti-
mization techniques to provide optimal performance and a much
higher-level programming interface.
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3D Graphics Suite for Industrial-Strength Application Development

• Increases developer productivity

• Reduces your time to market

• Optimizes your costs with long-term investment protection

• High-level, flexible, scalable, cross-platform solution



Core Features
The Version 6 of Open Inventor™ by Mercury Computer Systems toolkit has a robust
set of integrated core features with an easy learning curve for the development team.

Development Help
The IvTune graphical utility is the definitive tool for prototyping and tuning 3D appli-
cations. Pluggable in any Open Inventor application, it presents a view of the applica-
tion scene graph, allowing fast tuning and debugging at run time.

Large Model Visualization
The Large Model Visualization feature creates new geometry with fewer triangles and
automatically generates LOD (level of detail) nodes to enhance performance and
enable rendering interactively. It also converts geometry into more efficient triangle
strips and reorders objects to minimize state changes.

NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines)
Tessellation of NURBS curves and trimmed surfaces is fast and efficient with
unlimited order. A new enhancement allows for crack-free NURBS tessellation,
resulting in perfect stitching of multiple NURBS patches.

OpenGL Shaders
The OpenGL Shader rendering technique can be applied to any of the geometries to
further enhance the 3D visualization perception of the end-user by allowing the appli-
cation of special effects.

Collision Detection
Fast detection of collisions between objects in the scene and collisions between the
viewer (camera) and the scene prevents the camera from penetrating other objects in
walk-through type applications. A new algorithm allows for efficient testing of colli-
sions of an object moving in a very complex scene.

Multithreading
Multithreading in an application increases overall performance by either making use of
multiple processors or making better use of a single processor. This feature also
enables the use of multiple graphics pipes. Multiple graphics windows can each have
their own rendering thread.

Example of Crack-free NURBS Example of OpenGL Shader 

Examples of VolumeViz LDM Extension



The Bricks to Beat the Competition
The Version 6 of Open Inventor™ by Mercury Computer Systems
package includes a complete suite of extensions that enable easy cus-
tomization for specialized markets or unique application needs. By
packaging innovative intellectual property (IP) with these extensions,
Mercury gives you access to the latest visualization techniques.

VolumeViz™ LDM Extension
The VolumeViz LDM extension enables interactive visualization of
very large datasets. Volume rendering, slicing, iso-surface extraction,
and embedded 3D geometry can be combined in a single Open
Inventor-developed application. A scalable solution from laptop to
advanced cluster architecture, VolumeViz LDM defines a new mile-
stone for applications dealing with datasets encompassing hundreds
of Gigabytes. VolumeViz LDM supports multiple datasets with data-
transforming and data-combining techniques, as well as render-com-
bining for even faster and higher quality visualization. Using the lat-
est GPU shader technology, information acquisition and 3D percep-
tion are further enhanced by using lighted volume visualization and
bump-mapping on slices.

ScaleViz™ Extension
The ScaleViz™ extension implements a set of breakthrough tech-
nologies for rendering distribution on clusters and scenes and image
compositing to solve the most challenging demands of visualizing
very large datasets at interactive frame rate. Its high level of data
synchronization, caching, and management enable ScaleViz to pro-
vide unparalleled transparency for the best possible load balancing
and scalability with any available combination of CPU, GPU, chan-
nels, memory, storage, and network resources.

The ScaleViz extension’s remote application capabilities make it the
plug n’ scale solution for Open Inventor-based applications.
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MeshViz™ Extension
Designed for 2D/3D scientific visualization, the MeshViz extension
helps developers quickly integrate sophisticated charting and visuali-
zation into their applications with optimized memory consumption.
Cross-section, contouring techniques, surface extraction, and vector
visualization on 2D meshes and 3D grids enable the building of
powerful post-processing applications. Meshes of millions of cells
can be examined in real time and the visualizations can be embedded
with the VolumeViz LDM extension.

DirectViz™ Extension
The DirectViz extension allows Open Inventor applications to visu-
alize 3D scenes with very high realism and scalability by using the
OpenRTRT™ real-time ray-tracing engine as an alternative to
OpenGL. DirectViz addresses demanding needs currently out of
reach by graphics processors and OpenGL in styling and conceptual
design, virtual prototyping, and visual simulation. DirectViz allows
users to take advantage of ray-tracing without any change in applica-
tion source code, and DirectViz can be started interactively from an
Open Inventor viewer.

HardCopy Extension
The HardCopy extension allows applications to output graphics in
several vector formats: CGM, HPGL, PostScript, or GDI. Unlike
rendered images, these formats provide high-quality, resolution-inde-
pendent output suitable for large format plotters, yet with high per-
formance even on complex scenes.

Specifications
Supported Platforms

For C++
Windows® XP 32.NET 2003/.NET 2005
Windows XP 64 .NET 2005
Linux® 32/EM64T/AMD64™ (REHL3-REHL4)
SGI Irix® 32-64/Linux Itanium® 2
Sun Solaris™ 9

For .NET
Windows XP 32 .NET 2005
Windows XP 64 .NET 2005

For Java
Windows XP 32
Linux 32/EM64T/AMD64 (RH-WS3)
Sun Solaris 9

For other platforms
Contact Mercury

Corporate Headquarters

199 Riverneck Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824-2820 USA
+1 (978) 967-1401  • +1 (866) 627-6951
Fax +1 (978) 256-3599
www.mc.com
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Worldwide Locations

Mercury Computer Systems has R&D, support and sales locations in
France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States.

For office locations and contact information, please call the corporate
headquarters or visit our Web site at www.mc.com.


